[New treatment protocols and follow-up in patients with exudative age-related macular degeneration].
Intravitreal ranibizumab (Lucentis®) injections are the treatment of choice in patients with exudative macular degeneration. In the last few years, several treatment and follow-up strategies have been evaluated with the aim of optimizing the safety and efficacy of this drug. In routine clinical practice, the Pro Re Nata (PRN) and treat-and-extend protocols or variants of the FUSION regimen have been used. PRN protocols are based on regular patient follow-up and on retreatment when there is evidence of reactivation of the lesion, basically determined by loss of visual acuity and persistent or recurrent macular fluid on optical coherence tomography. Treat-and-extend or FUSION protocols are based on early retreatment of the lesion before reactivation occurs with the aim of avoiding the irreversible visual loss that can occur in disease recurrences. There is no ideal treatment and follow-up protocol that could be used as an alternative to the monthly regimen and be applied and reproduced in all patients. Consequently, intravitreal ranibizumab therapy should be individualized in each patient.